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• Company selection  5 companies with high-quality 
oil palm management (Sustainability Policy 
Transparency Toolkit (SPOTT))

• Interviewees: Company staff involved with biodiversity 
management
– Connection/isolation of areas
– Team size, organization, training
– Budget
– External assistance
– Record keeping
– Problems and threats regarding biodiversity
– Perceived worth of biodiversity management

Interview Structure



The 3 slides about the findings from the RSPO-
funded studies on biodiversity management in 5 
selected palm oil companies, presented at the 
12 August 2020 MPOC webinar, have been 
temporarily removed until the final RSPO is 
published online. A revised version of the full 
presentation, with RSPO slides, will be available 
in due course.

Temporarily remove slides



Orangutans in oil palm plantations
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Are orang-utans surviving in these patches?

PT KAL's Tanjung Sekuting 657 ha conservation area on the left and Gunung Palung National Park in the 
distance. At least 20 orangutans are estimated to occur in the conservation area



Orangutans in oil palm plantations

• Ground and aerial surveys in Sabah and Kalimantan:

• Nests in 152 forest patches < 50 ha
• Females and babies in > 10 patches
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Translocating orangutans from oil palm plantations?
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Pros

 Rescue when life is endangered:
 Fires
 Aggression from local people 

 Assumed to provide better welfare and appealing for:
 State authorities 
 Local communities: “move the problem away”
 General public and donors

•



Translocating orangutans from oil palm plantations?
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Cons

 Short-term solution

 Welfare
 90% of the animals are healthy
 Survival rate following translocation?

 Costs

 Impacts on metapopulation viability
 Fragmentation
 Future of forest fragment? 

> 10,000 orang-utans are found in small fragments today in Borneo



How to move forward?
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Orangutans can survive in OPP mosaic landscapes:
 Data from HUTAN/BF/WI
 Data from rescue centers

What is needed?

 New ways to promote co-existence with people:
 Capacity building and awareness
 New and different incentives

 Different SOP and BMP for translocation?

 Paradigm shift about role of agricultural landscape to support 
orangutan conservation



Effective Biodiversity Management

Ensure top-level management support

Integration of company-wide communication 
strategy that highlights importance of biodiversity 
and ecosystem services management

Increased involvement of all members (citizen 
science principles)

Simple, long-term management plans for natural 
habitats  focus on ecosystem and threat 
reduction, rather than specific species



THANK YOU
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